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Abstract— This paper focuses on the downlink resource
scheduling with quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning in orthog-
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) networks. In ho-
mogeneous networks, the multi-user diversity gain is achievable
through exploiting the independent fading among users. However,
in heterogeneous networks, the different priorities and QoS
constraints of heterogeneous services, especially delay sensitive
services, bring to inferior system performance. To solve this
problem, a utility-based adaptive multi-frame iterative (AMI)
algorithm aware of both channel and queue state information is
proposed. The AMI algorithm contains two parts: the core and
the iterative shell. In the core, the problem of dynamic subcarrier
assignment (DSA) is modeled as the weighted independent set
(WIS) problem in graph theory. Through joint optimization
among subcarriers, a higher spectral efficiency is achieved. In
the iterative shell, intra-frame and inter-frame iterations exploit
the time diversity, thus a lower packet loss is achieved.

Index Terms— resource scheduling, cross-layer, graph theory,
weighted independent set (WIS)

I. INTRODUCTION

In orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) net-
works, multi-user diversity gain is achieved through exploiting
the independent fading among users in terms of time, fre-
quency and space in the physical (PHY) layer. However, the
queuing state and quality-of-service (QoS) constraints in the
media-access-control (MAC) layer sometimes contradict with
the multi-user gain in the PHY layer, which decreases the
efficiency of the system. Therefore, a joint channel-aware and
queue-aware scheduling algorithm is expected to achieve a
better performance through the vertical integration of protocol
layers.

Initial research has given many valuable results of the cross-
layer resource allocation problems. And many powerful tools
such as convex programming, combinatorial optimization and
graph theory are involved to obtain realistic and efficient solu-
tions [1]. In OFDM networks, the dynamic subcarrier assign-
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ment (DSA) problem is generally modeled as an optimization
problem [2]-[5]. In heterogeneous networks, the optimization
problems are usually non-convex due to the different QoS con-
straints of services and the dependence between subcarriers.
Therefore, the sub-optimal algorithms mainly go with specific
applications. In [3], the authors address resource allocation in
networks with different bit error rate (BER) requirements for
non-real time services. In [4], utility function is introduced
to balance efficiency and fairness in scheduling. In [5], the
Max-Delay-Utility scheduling is proposed by formulating the
utility function with average packet delay, and assuming that
a larger utility is obtained through a smaller average delay for
real-time services.

The scheme of modified-largest weight delay first (M-
LWDF) [6] is widely employed to schedule resource by
adaptive priority factor in heterogenous networks. As the delay
of the real-time service is usually restricted by a stringent
deadline, it is given higher priority over the best-effort service
to be transmitted. This absolute priority results in short latency
as well as low spectral efficiency. In fact, as long as packets are
delivered within the deadlines, the satisfaction of users should
be identical as a result of data buffering. In this paper, we try
to exploit the above property of the user utility. Here, we refer
to the resource required by packets that will be timed out in the
next frame as reserved resource according to the head-of-line
(HOL). And the real-time services gain higher priority to be
transmitted only for reserved resource. If the reserved resource
can be satisfied, the utility of the real-time service is usually
related to available data rate like the best-effort service. With
the reserved resource as a constraint, integrated utility function
can apply to the formulation of system performance to achieve
a higher spectral efficiency in heterogeneous networks.

In this paper, a joint PHY-MAC adaptive multi-frame iter-
ative (AMI) algorithm is proposed to perform DSA in OFDM
networks. The AMI algorithm contains two parts: the core
and the shell. Aiming at joint optimization among subcarriers,
the DSA problem is mapped into the weighted independent
set (WIS) problem [7] in graph theory. The core in AMI is



actually an algorithm for WIS problem based on dynamic
weighted greedy (DWG), a modified weighted greedy (WG)
[7] algorithm, which leads to a higher system utility. In the
iterative shell, the intra-frame and inter-frame iterations reduce
the packet loss rate. Besides, a lower bound of performance
for DWG is proved under the assumption of concave utility
functions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model is described. The mathematical
model for single-frame resource scheduling is formulated,
and the lower bound of DWG algorithm in graph theory is
discussed in Section III. In Section IV, the utility-based AMI
is proposed for multi-frame resource scheduling. In Section V,
the performance of the AMI algorithm is evaluated by system
level simulation. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Channel Model

Consider a downlink OFDM system with N subcarriers and
K users, as illustrated in [4]. The total bandwidth F is divided
into N subchannels with bandwidth ∆f = F/N each. The
time axis is divided into frames.

It is assumed that the channels are flat fading and CSI for
multi-frame is available. At frame i, the signal to noise ratio
(SNR)s according to imperfect CSI for the following frames
are denoted the same way as [8]:

γ̂k,n(i + j) = γk,n(i + j) + ∆γk,n(j). (1)

where γk,n is the accurate SNR and γ̂k,n is the predicted
one; ∆γk,n(j) is a CN(0, σ2

k,j) random variable. And σk,j

increases with j to indicate the decrease of credibility.
According to different BER targets for different services,

the available capacity in frame i for user k on subcarrier n
per Herz is formulated as:

ck,n(i) = log2(1 + βkγ̂k,n(i)), βk =
−1.5

ln(5BERk)
. (2)

Let T be the time length for a frame, and the number of bits
carried by subcarrier n for user k is:

bk,n(i) = ck,n(i)∆fT. (3)

B. Queue Structure

For a real-time user k, delay deadline can be described by
reserved bits Rk(i), which means if these bits can not be
transmitted during frame i, they will be discarded because of
being timed out. Then packet loss will be incurred. Let rk(i)
be the transmitted bits in frame i, then:

Itk>Tk,max
= Irk<Rk

. (4)

where Iw = 1 when w is true and Iw = 0 otherwise. tk is the
delay of packet for user k and Tk,max is the delay deadline.
Rk can be obtained by queue state information. Sometimes we
drop the frame index i for rk(i) and Rk(i) without confusion
in the following context. Let Qk(i) be the amount of bits in
the buffer of user k at frame i. |x|+ means max (x, 0). Then
the queue length evolution equation is given the same as [9]:

Qk(i + 1) = |Qk(i) − rk(i)|+ + Gk(i) − Lk(i). (5)

where Gk(i) is the number of arrived bits in frame i, and
Lk(i) is the number of bits discarded in frame i.

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR
HETEROGENOUS SERVICES

In this section, the mathematical model for DSA in a single
frame is formulated. Enlightened by the idea of utilizing
weighted graph to denote the collision relationship among
users for subcarrier sharing, we mapped the DSA problem
into a maximum WIS (MWIS) problem in graph theory. Then
a greedy algorithm DWG with lower performance bound is
proposed to perform joint optimization among subcarriers.

In heterogeneous networks, Ua
k (·) is the utility function for

user k, where a indicates the service category. For a real-time
service, it is understandable that Ua

k (·) is relevant to whether
the packets can arrive before their deadline. According to (4),
the constraint of delay is transformed into reserved bits. If
there is no packet loss, the utility of the real-time service
can be formulated with the transmitted bits rk for user k,
similar to the best-effort service. It is reasonable that Uk(rk)
is increasing and sometimes concave[4]. Without confusion,
subscript a is dropped. The DSA problem for frame i is
depicted as:

max{λk,n}
∑K

k=1 Uk(rk(i))
s.t.

C1 : rk(i) =
∑N

n=1 λk,n(i)bk,n(i)
C2 : Rk(i) ≤ rk(i)
C3 : rk(i) ≤ Qk(i)

C4 : 1 =
∑K

k=1 λk,n(i) (6)

where λk,n is the sharing factor among users for k =
1, 2, · · · ,K and n = 1, 2, · · · , N ; and bk,n(i) is the same
as in (3).

C1 is the transmission rate for user k in frame i; C2 is
the delay requirements of all the real-time users as (4); C3
denotes that the scheduler doesn’t waste bandwidth when there
is no traffic for user k; C4 illustrates the sharing constraint for
subcarrier. Actually, C2 and C3 are constraints in MAC layer
while the others are those in PHY layer.

When λk,n is a continuous variable between [0, 1], (6) is
convex with concave Uk(rk). Solution can be obtained by
standard optimization techniques. When λk,n is a discrete
variable in {0, 1}, the optimization problem (6) is not tractable
as 0-1 programming even when loosen C2 and C3. C1 in
(6) actually indicates the dependence among subcarriers. The
utility of user k depends on the total transmitted bits rk, which
is determined by the subcarriers assigned to user k. C4 in (6)
indicates the collision relationship of users. One subcarrier can
be assigned to only one user.

Inspired by the recent applications of graph theory in
modeling the contention relationship [10] in Ad-hoc networks
and multi-user selection problem [11] in multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) systems, we try to solve the problem of DSA
with C1 and C4 by graph theory. Here is some background
knowledge.

Let G be an undirected graph where each vertex v has
positive weight w, and V (G) denote the vertex set of G.
W (G) is the sum of the weights for all vertices and NG(v)
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Fig. 1. Weighted graph for N -subcarrier K-user DSA

denotes the set of vertices adjacent to vertex v in G. Let
W (G) be the sum of the weights of all vertices in G. The
concept of weighted degree (WD) for vertex v and average
weighted degree (AWD) for graph G are introduced in (7)
and (8), denoted as dw(v) and d̄w(G) respectively:

dw(v) =
w(NG(v))

wv
(7)

d̄w(G) =
∑

v∈G wvdw(v)
W (G)

. (8)

In DSA problem, the users are mapped as vertexes with
weight wk,n for user k on subcarrier n in a weighted graph.
When there is an edge between two vertexes, the correspond-
ing two users contend to share a subcarrier. For a single
subcarrier, an undirected weighted full-connected graph with
K vertexes indicates K users sharing a certain subcarrier.
And N independent sub-graphs denoting N subcarriers are
put together to form Fig. 1.

If the utility function in DSA is linear to rk in (6), the
optimal total utility is achieved by selecting the MWIS in
Fig. 1 with N × K vertexes. However, when concerning an
arbitrary concave utility function, the optimal utility can not
be expressed as the total weight of a static WIS. Besides,
MWIS problem is NP-hard to solve. In graph theory, the
most important greedy algorithm [7] called weighted greedy
(WG) to locate the MWIS can be written as follows. We
select a minimum weighted degree vertex as a vertex in the
weighted independent set A, and delete this vertex and all of
its neighbors from the graph. We repeat this process for the
remaining subgraph until the subgraph becomes empty. It is
proved in [7] that WG algorithm attains a lower bound of
w(A) ≥ W (G)

d̄w+1
. Similarly, we work out the dynamic weighted

greedy (DWG) through dynamically renewing the weights for
vertexes in a series of weighted graphs induced from Fig. 1.
The mapping rule for utility-based DSA and WIS is given in
Table I.

By this mapping rule, DSA with N subcarriers and K users
can be solved through joint optimization among subcarriers.
The DSA is done in N steps, each for a subcarrier. The
variables in step j (j = 0, 1, 2, 3 · · · , N ) is marked with a
upper j. When using adaptive modulation coding (AMC),

TABLE I

MAPPING RULE FOR UTILITY-BASED DSA AND WIS

Vertex Edge Weight
User Collision Relationship Increase of Utility

bk,n = �ck,n�∆fT is the number of bits subcarrier n can
carry for user k instead of bk,n in 3. Let r0

k = 0, and define
the increase of utility in Table I for step j + 1 as:

∆U j+1
k,n = Uk(rj

k + bk,n) − Uk(rj
k) (9)

where rj
k is the transmitted bits for user k at step j. At the

beginning, the weights in Fig. 1 are initiated by ∆U1
k . And

this graph is marked as G1. Then the subcarrier n is assigned
to user k. Let N be the set of subcarriers that are still not
assigned and κ0 = {k|Qk > 0} be the set of active users.
At step j , select vertex vj with the minimum dw(k∗, n∗),
corresponding to user k∗ on subcarrier n∗ ∈ N in subgraph
n∗. Assign n∗ to user k∗ and delete subcarrier n∗ from N.
Then the transmitted bits for user k∗ is:

rj+1
k∗ = rj

k∗ + bk∗,n∗ . (10)

Renew the weights for user k∗ in the left N − j subgraphs
as (9) and form Gj+1 until finish the N th step. W j is the sum
of weight for Gj . Let d̄j

w be the AWD in (8) for step j, we
have Theorem 1 with the proof in appendix A.

Theorem 1: With concave utility function, the total utility
achieved by the above DWG algorithm is restricted by lower
bound: DWG ≥ W N

d̄j
w

W j

W N +1
.

By selecting the vertex with the minimum WD, subcarriers
is assigned one by one. A smaller WD indicates a dominant
rk,n for user k on subcarrier n, thus a lower degree of
subcarrier sharing. If considering the interference between
users when sharing different subcarriers, edges can be added
to Fig. 1 between these users. In that case, the DSA can also
be easily solved by DWG. Through dynamically renewing the
increase of utility for users on subcarriers, the DWG algorithm
works well in joint subcarrier-assignment in the PHY layer.
However, the result may not satisfy C2 and C3 in MAC layer.

IV. MULTI-FRAME ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

In this section, the AMI algorithm is proposed based on
DWG in section III for heterogeneous services to achieve
higher spectral efficiency and guarantee QoS for real-time
services. The AMI contains two parts: the core and the iterative
shell.

A. The Core

In section III, DWG algorithm solves the DSA problem
in PHY layer. For the real-time services, the contradictions
between MAC and PHY can be captured by Rk and rk. Rk

indicates the resource required by user k for the sake of QoS.
And rk indicates the resource allocated to user k for the sake of
multi-user diversity. In the core algorithm, the transmitted bits
rk for user k is tracked by (10) in each step j. When rk ≥ Rk,
the delay QoS constraint for user k is satisfied. Then user k is
muted until all the QoS constraints are satisfied for real-time



TABLE II

THE CORE (DWG-R ALGORITHM).

1:Initialization
bk,n, rk = 0, N = {n|n = 1, 2, · · · , N}, wk,n = ∆U1

k,n,

dw(k, n) =
∑

k∈κ wk,n

wk,n

2:For j = 1 : N
Find (k∗, n∗) = arg minn∈N,k∈κ dw(k, n)
N = N − {n∗}, Rk∗ = Rk∗ − bk∗,n∗ , rk∗ = rk∗ + bk∗,n∗
3:If Rk ≤ 0

κ = κ− {k∗}, wk∗,n = ∆Uj
k,n, dw(k, n) =

∑
k∈κ wk,n

wk,n
, End if 3

4:If κ = ∅
Rk = |Qk − rj

k|+, κ = κ0, End if 4
5:End 2.

services. This algorithm is a modified DWG algorithm and we
call it DWG with Reserved bits (DWG-R).

Let κ = {k|Rk > 0} be the set of real-time users. dw(k, n)
denotes the WD in (7) for user k on subcarrier n. wk,n =
∆U j

k,n is the weight for user k on subcarrier n, and renewed
in step j by (9). The core algorithm is in Table II. Every step,
select the vertex with the minimum WD corresponding to user
k∗ like in DWG and assign this subcarrier to user k∗ in κ.
Then Rk∗ decreases by bk∗,n∗ , where bk∗,n∗ is the same as in
(10). In the light load scenario, a Rk > 0 can be initialized to
best-effort services for the sake of more multi-user diversity
gain. Iterations are used to find a proper Rk for best-effort
users in the iterative shell.

B. The Iterative Shell

In networks with heavy traffic load, the available rk for
user k is possibly less than Rk calculated in the core so as
to incur packet loss in the current or following frames for
delay sensitive services. So we try to find the right amount
of Rk for best-effort services through iteration. On the one
hand, in a frame, we avoid using Rk = 0 for best-effort
services to exploit the multi-user diversity. On the other hand,
in consecutive frames, We try to exploit time diversity. That
is to transmit more bits for real-time users who will suffer
from deep fading in following frames. They are called intra-
frame and inter-frame iterations respectively. The iteration
mechanism provides priority for real-time services over best-
effort services only when packet loss occur by prediction.
However, it is not necessary in light load scenario. For
brief description, we take a three-user system for example to
illustrate the iterative process, where user 1 and 2 maintain
real-time services and user 3 maintains best-effort service.

For real-time services, Rk is initialized according to the
buffer state. For best-effort service, R3 can be initialized as
R3 = R1+R2

2 to obtain greater multi-user diversity gain order.
γ̂k,n(i+ ir) is the predicted SNR in (1). i is the current frame
index. I is the maximum iterative number of frames and can
be determined according to the fading property and computing
speed of system. Let Lk be the discarded bits for the real-time
users. ia and ir are the number of intra-frame and inter-frame
iteration steps respectively. And η is the iterative step length.

TABLE III

THE ITERATIVE SHELL.

1:Initialization
R3 = r3 = R1+R2

2
, ir = 1, Lk = 0

2:While ((Lk > 0) and (r3 > 0)) or ir == 1
Rk = rk + Lk , R3 = |r3 − ∑

k Lk − irη|+, (ir = ir + 1), ia = 1
Lk = 0
3:While (ia ≤ I) and (Lk == 0)

DWG-R(input: Rk , γ̂k,n(i + ir); output: rk)
Lk = |rk − Rk|+
4:If (Lk == 0) and (ia == 1)
r0
k = rk , R3 = r3, ia = ia + 1 End if 4

5:End 3
6:End 2
7: rk = r0

k .

r0
k is a temp variable for rk. Here, the core (DWG-R) is used

as a function in the AMI shell in Table III.
The iterative shell adjusts r3 in intra-frame and inter-frame

iterations. The former is for a single frame in step 2-6 if
packet loss occurs for real-time services. And the latter is
among frames in step 3-5 if packet loss occurs in I frames by
prediction. In light load scenario, the iterative shell is not a
necessary part if the core algorithm success to transmit Rk for
real-time users. Take iteration between two frames in heavy
traffic load scenario for example, the current rk(i) is calculated
in DWG-R, then R3(i+1) is initialized by r3(i) and Rk(i+1)
for real-time services are initialized according to the queue
state for frame i+1. By the predicted SNR, the rk(i+1) can
be obtained by DWG-R. The predicted packet loss in frame
i + 1 manifests a burst of load or deeper fading of channel
for real-time users. Then r3(i) will be diminished to transmit
real-time services in frame i until no packet loss predicted.
Therefore, the inter-frame iterations exploit the diversity of
time. The algorithm structure is easy to expand to multi-user
circumstance with different priority and QoS constraints.

It is worth analyzing the good characters of DWG-R, which
is fit for iterations with lower computing complexity. In
DWG-R, there are N × K two dimensional search and N-
times calculation for (9). It is a low-complexity algorithm. In
intra-frame iterations, the DSA result will not change when
changing the Rk in DWG-R before the reserved resource
for one user becomes zero. So the consequent re-assignment
result can be obtained by modifying a little part of the former
result. Parameter η can be set freely to speed iteration. In
case of imperfect CSI, the decision of packet loss in step 2
and 3 in Table III can be relaxed to a threshold, according to
the acceptable packet loss rate and the credibility of channel
prediction to do tradeoff. Therefore, the iteration times can be
controlled.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Model

In our simulation, each user’s channel suffers six-path
Rayleigh fading by Jake’s Model with the delay profile of
COST-207 (TU) profile. And the maximum moving velocity
is 54km/h and the maximum Doppler frequency shift is 90Hz.



TABLE IV

AVERAGE INTER-FRAME ITERATION NUMBERS FOR AMI (σ = 0.25)

N 10 14 18 22 26
AIIN 1.42 2.54 3.30 2.68 1.28
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Fig. 2. Performance for AMI/DGW and M-LWDF/DGW

In the OFDM Network, there are 64 subcarriers on center
frequency of 1800MHz with a total bandwidth of 1MHz.
Let the acceptable BER be 10−5 for rate adaptation since
data transmission is sensitive to error. AMC with a series of
modulation schemes including BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-
QAM, as well as 256-QAM are used the same as [9].

In the simulation, two types of representative services are
considered: VOIP for real-time services and FTP for best-
effort services. There are different number of users in our cell.
And half of them maintain best-effort services. As to traffic
model, ON-OFF process is used to capture the burstiness and
dependency structure of VOIP stream. The diff-serve model
refers to the profile in IEEE 802.16 networks for services
parameters. The maximum permitted latency for VOIP packets
is 20ms and one frame lasts 2ms. Taking SNR prediction
reliability into account, two frames iteration is considered in
the simulation. As defined in (1), perfect CSI is assumed to
the current frame i while in frame i + 1 the parameter σk,1 is
set to 0.25, 0.5. The utility function is U(r) = ln(1+r). AMI
and M-LWDF are compared in terms of average throughput
and packet loss rate in 10000 frames and the iteration step
η = 20. The parameters of M-LWDF are the same as [9].

B. Numerical Results

Table IV shows the average inter-frame iteration num-
ber(AIIN) for different users number N . So the complexity
for AMI is not high. In section III, the utility of DWG
has a lower bound, which doesn’t take QoS constraints into
consideration. In section IV, the DWG-R and AMI can not be
bounded by theorem 1. Fig. 2 demonstrates the distribution
of utility performance of AMI and M-LWDF compared with
DWG. Although AMI achieves lower utility than DWG, it
guarantees QoS for real-time services. The dashed line is the
lower bound for DWG. And AMI has a better performance
in terms of total utility than M-LWDF, especially in light
load scenario. If Rk changing in iterations, the assignment
result for subcarrier with the minimum WD in step j may
change between two users. That means they can achieve nearly
the same utility increase. Therefore, the total utility decreases
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Fig. 3. System throughput for different number of users
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slowly in iterations. Fig. 3 demonstrates the system throughput
for AMI and M-LWDF with different number of users in
a cell. It is obvious that AMI with perfect and imperfect
CSI outperform M-LWDF especially when system has light
traffic load. Under the conditions of our simulation, the AMI
algorithm gains about 30% more spectral efficiency than M-
LWDF in the 10-user light load scenario. And in system with
heavy load, the AMI also obtains higher spectral efficiency
than the M-LWDF, which has suffered from serious packet
loss in the 26-user scenario. Both the algorithms suffer a
decrease in utility in heavy load scenario. That is because
both the algorithms try to guarantee QoS and don’t utilize the
multi-user diversity well. In Fig. 4, the packet loss rate for
AMI is much lower than M-LWDF. In networks with light
congestion, the packet loss rate rises quickly for M-LWDF.
The distribution of packet delay for real-time users in Fig. 5
illustrates that the diversity of time is exploited better in AMI.

Furthermore, it is noticed that AMI only depends a little
on the channel prediction accuracy in the following frames.
That is because there are iterations in both a single frame and
adjacent frames in the iterative shell of AMI algorithm. First,
Iterations among frames just utilize the information about
the average performance over time scale regardless of the
inaccurate CSI for some certain users. Second, the DSA for
frame i + 1 is not really performed in inter-frame iteration in
frame i, but done after the intra-frame iterations of frame i+1.

Actually, the packet loss rate relates tightly with the spectral
efficiency. If higher spectral efficiency is achieved, more
data is transmitted so that the packet loss rate is reduced
accordingly. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrates that AMI exploits the
multi-user diversity better and satisfies the QoS constraints in
heterogeneous networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an Adaptive Multi-frame Iterative algorithm is
proposed to do joint PHY-MAC resource scheduling in OFDM
networks with heterogeneous services. The delay deadline for
the real-time service is transformed into reserved resource.
Then the utility-based optimization problem can be modeled
as WIS problem and solved by modifying WG algorithm
in graph theory. In the AMI core, joint optimization among
subcarriers achieves higher spectral efficiency. Meanwhile, the
intra-frame and inter-frame iterations reduces the packet loss
rate for real-time services. Numerical results manifest that
AMI outperforms M-LWDF in both throughput and packet
loss rate for heterogeneous services, especially in the scenario
of light load. And the computing complexity for AMI is not
high.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1

Let π be the order of subgraph selection in GN which
indicates the same order in Gj . Define V π

i = {vm|m ≥ i} and
Gπ

i is the induced subgraph of G by V π
i . Without confusion,

we drop π for simplicity.

When U(r) is concave, from G1 to GN , every step:
rj
k ≤ rj+1

k , wj
v = ∆Uk(rj

k) ≥ ∆Uk(rj+1
k ), then:

wj
vdj

w(v,Gj) = w(NGj (v)) ≥ w(NGj+1(v)). So that:

d̄1
wW 1 =

∑

v∈V (G1)

w1
vd1

w(v,G1)

=
∑

i

∑

v∈N
G1

i
(vi)∪vi

w1
vd1

w(v,G1
i )

≥
∑

i

∑

v∈N
G

j
i
(vi)∪vi

wj
vdj

w(v,Gj
i )

≥
∑

i

∑

v∈N
GN

i
(vi)∪vi

wN
v dN

w (v,GN
i )

≥
∑

i

∑

v∈N
GN

i
(vi)∪vi

wN
v dN

w (vi, G
N
i ). (11)

Adding WN =
∑

i(w(NGN
i (vi)) + wN

vi
) to each side, then:

d̄1
wW 1 + WN ≥ d̄j

wW j + WN ≥ ∑
i

(w(N
GN

i
(vi)

)+wN
vi

)2

wN
vi

.

So d̄j
wW j +WN ≥ (W N )2

DWG holds, which implies the theorem.
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